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Institution ZLATA MREŽA or “GOLDEN NET“

- voluntary organization that provides a diverse range of activities for the elderly
- We encourage networking and assistance, volunteering and knowledge transfer
- We offer a free national information point
- We promote mobility, a healthy lifestyle, socializing and education for elderly
WHAT?
The project “PROSTOFER” focusses on an improvement of the mobility of elderly people.

HOW?
We cooperate with municipals with who we provide a car (usually electric one) with which our friendly local volunteer drivers drive clients to and from hospital, post, to local shops and other appointments.

1. The user in need of transport calls 080 10 10
2. His data and the location of the transport are then recorded in our system
3. Our call center informs the volunteer driver about the transport and informs the user for whom the transport will be performed

FOR WHO?
For older people that don’t have a car, have poor mobility, find it difficult to use public transport or that live in rural areas with poor transport links and are socially endangered.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR COMPANY OR SAME KIND OF INSTITUTION

✓ That is interested in our project and has some more ideas for the development of this field

✓ that works on improving the active lives of the elderly.

✓ that works on humanitarianism

✓ That is interested in improving the mobility for elderly